**Good Girls Don't Make History**  
by Elizabeth Kiehner (she/her)  
YG 324.623 KIEHNER  
Reliving moments from the lives of suffragists, these inspiring stories are boldly told from one of the most formative eras in women’s history - the fight for the vote in the United States.

**Edmonia Lewis**  
by Jasmine Walls (she/her)  
YG 730.92 LEWIS  
Meet Edmonia Lewis, the woman who changed America during the Civil War by becoming the first sculptor of African-American and Native American heritage to earn international acclaim.

**Rachel Carson**  
by Birdie Willis (she/her)  
YG 578.77 CARSON by WILLIS  
Meet Rachel Carson, the woman who changed the way America fought against the environmental crisis through her books, spurring the creation of the Environmental Protection Agency.

**Wake: The Hidden History of Women-Led Slave Revolts**  
by Rebecca Hall (she/her)  
YG 306.362 HALL/G 306.362 HALL  
This book tells the story of women-led slave revolts, uncovering the truth about these women warriors, who, until now, have been left out of the historical record.
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**Gamer Girls**
by Mary Kenney (she/her)

Y 794.8 KENNEY
Profiles of the most influential women in the history of gaming and the games they are responsible for creating, writing, designing, musically composing and engineering.

**The Book of Awesome Black Women**
by M. J. Fievre (she/her) & Becca Anderson (she/her)

Y920.72 FIEVRE
Whether you learned about these women in school or not, these Black women changed society and inspired future generations. Discover their stories of strength, perseverance and talent.

**Film Makers: 15 Groundbreaking Women Directors**
by Lyn Miller-Lachman (she/her)

Y 791.43023 MILLER-LACHMANN
Profiles 15 women who have entered into the film and television industry and who have made a greater impact in the communities they serve. Check out the rest of the Women of Power series!

**A Pirate's Life for She**
by Laura Sook Duncombe (she/her)

Y 910.45 DUNCOMBE
This book tells the story of 16 women who, through the ages, sailed alongside—and sometimes in command of—their male counterparts.

**Heroines, Rescuers, Rabbis, Spies**
by Sarah Silberstein Swartz (she/her)

Y 940.5318 SWARTZ
These stories reveal women who took extraordinary measures to save lives during the Holocaust, resisting torture while undercover, in hiding, in concentration camps, or in exile.
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BIOPGRAPHICAL FICTION

**Beauty Mark: A Verse Novel of Marilyn Monroe**
by Carole Boston Weatherford (she/her)

Y WEATHERFORD
Traces the life and legacy of Monroe, who survived foster care, sexual abuse and teen marriage before her rise to stardom was further challenged by depression, addiction and exploitation.

**Ethel’s Song: Ethel Rosenberg’s Life in Poems**
by Barbara Krasner (she/her)

Y KRASNER
Convicted of conspiracy to commit espionage for the Soviet Union against the United States, Ethel Rosenberg shares the story of her beliefs, loves, secrets, betrayals, and injustices.

**White Rose**
by Kip Wilson (she/her)

Y WILSON
The story of Sophie Scholl, a young German college student who challenges the Nazi regime during World War II as part of the White Rose, a non-violent resistance group.

**Sugar Falls: A Residential School Story**
by David Robertson (he/him)

YG ROBERTSON
Inspired by true events, Betty Ross is forced to attend residential school and endure abuse and indignity, but her father’s words give her the strength and determination to survive.

**Brontë**
by Manuela Santoni (she/her)

YG SANTONI
In England in the 19th century, Charlotte, Emily and Anne Brontë overcome difficulties with pride and courage, transforming their creativity into a source of sustenance and living lives of freedom.